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Chuck Porter provides utility locating, surveying, and mapping services across campus. Last summer, on his own initiative, he asked to take on the additional duty of supporting the construction management of two chilled water lines in critical campus locations, this included a new line for the Performing Arts Center that needed to cross over Campus Road right into Collegetown. This work occurred over the summer, an already-busy time for Chuck, so he agreed to delay his usual summer trip to ensure the success of the project. This critical project was not only completed on time and on budget, but to a very high level of quality with minimal impact to the campus community, all without adverse impacts to Chuck's other duties.

Chuck took on additional responsibilities above and beyond his job description, put off his hard-earned vacation, and worked extra hours when needed to ensure success. Chuck's extraordinary stewardship and teamwork made this project a great success.

Although Chuck demonstrated all of IPP’s values, teamwork stands out above all, since it required collaboration between many groups -- FE, E&S, CM, PM, Transportation, and others.

Congratulations Chuck!
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